679-05 Door Position Switch

**Installation Instructions**

---

### 679-05

**Schematic of Switch**

- **BLK**: Black
- **C**: Common
- **N.C.**: Normally Closed
- **RED**: Red
- **N.O.**: Normally Open
- **WHT**: White

**NOTES:**
- RED IS NORMALLY CLOSED
- WHITE IS NORMALLY OPEN
- BLACK IS COMMON

---

### 679-05WD

**Schematic of Switch**

- **BLK**: Black
- **C**: Common
- **N.C.**: Normally Closed
- **RED**: Red
- **N.O.**: Normally Open
- **WHT**: White

**NOTES:**
- RED IS NORMALLY CLOSED
- WHITE IS NORMALLY OPEN
- BLACK IS COMMON

1" DIAMETER MOUNTING HOLE IS REQUIRED

---

### 679-05HM

**Schematic of Switch**

- **BLK**: Black
- **C**: Common
- **N.C.**: Normally Closed
- **RED**: Red
- **N.O.**: Normally Open
- **WHT**: White

**NOTES:**
- RED IS NORMALLY CLOSED
- WHITE IS NORMALLY OPEN
- BLACK IS COMMON

1" DIAMETER MOUNTING HOLE IS REQUIRED

---

**Scale = 1.000**

---
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